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 Finite Time Singularities and Global
 Well-posedness for Fractal Burgers Equations

 Hongjie Dong, Dapeng Du & Dong Li

 ABSTRACT. Burgers equations with fractional dissipation on
 R XIR+ or on S1 X R+ are studied. In the supercritical dissipative
 case, we show that with very generic initial data, the equation
 is locally well-posed and its solution develops gradient blow-up
 in finite time. In the critical dissipative case, the equation is
 globally well-posed with arbitrary initial data in H1/2. Finally,
 in the subcritical dissipative case, we prove that with initial data
 in the scaling-invariant Lebesgue space, the equation is globally
 well-posed. Moreover, the solution is spatial analytic and has
 optimal Gevrey regularity in the time variable.

 l. Introduction and Main Results

 1.1. Introduction We study in this paper Burgers equations with a fractional
 dissipative term (also called fractal Burgers equations)

 (1.1)
 ut - uux + K(-A)y'2u = 0 onlxr (or S1 χ IR+),

 u{0,x)=u0(x) in IR (or S1),

 where κ > 0, y € (0,2] are fixed parameters and the fractional Laplacian (~Δ)νΙ2
 is defined by the Fourier transform:

 (-Δ)?72ϋ(ξ) = \ξ\*ΰ(ξ).

 This equation with κ = 0 or κ > 0, y = 2 has been studied extensively in the
 last fifty years. When κ = 0, (1.1) becomes the inviscid Burgers equation. The
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 808  Hongjie Dong, Dapeng Du & Dong Li

 local well-posedness and finite-time blowup of it are well-known. When κ > 0
 and y = 2, the equation is the classical viscous Burgers equation, and the global
 well-poseness of it is well known. In this paper we shall focus on the situation
 when κ > 0 and 0 < y < 2, i.e., the fractal Burgers equation. The cases y > 1,
 y = 1 and y < 1 are called subcritical, critical and supercritical dissipative fractal
 Burgers equations, respectively. We are interested in the well-posedness and the
 finite-time blowup in these cases.

 This problem was recently studied in [1] and [15]. In [1], the authors proved
 the finite-time blowup for (1.1) on Κ X R+ with supercritical dissipation under
 certain convexity and oddness conditions on the initial data, while in [15] the
 authors considered the equation on S1 X R+. In the supercritical case, after ob
 taining some fairly precise pointwise estimates by using time splitting, they showed
 the finite-time blowup provided that the initial data is odd and bounded below
 by some piecewise linear envelop function. The global well-posedness and spatial
 analyticity for (1.1) are also proved there in the critical and subcritical cases.

 However, it appears to us that some arguments in [15] cannot be easily ex
 tended to the equations on iR x R+, or solutions without the oddness assumption.

 In this paper, we consider the equation on both iSxlR+ and S1 X l+. Our
 results are summarized as follows. In all three cases, we prove that the equation is
 locally well-posed in certain critical Lebesgue or Sobolev spaces. In the supercriti
 cal case, we show that with very generic initial data the solution develops gradient
 blow-up in finite time. In the critical case, the equation is globally well-posed with
 arbitrary initial data in Η1/2. In the subcritical case, we prove that the solution
 is global in time, analytic in the space variables with optimal radius of conver
 gence. We also show that the solution has Gevrey regularity of order y in the time
 variable.

 The proof of the finite-time blowup in the supercritical case (Theorem 1.2),
 which is the main part of this paper, is mainly inspired by [6] (see also [7]). Our
 proof is much simpler than the proofs in [1] and [15]. Roughly speaking, we con
 sider the evolution of an integral of the solution multiplied by a properly chosen
 weight. The integral satisfies some ordinary differential inequality, and it would
 blow up in finite time under very generic conditions on the initial data. This
 then implies the blowup of the first spatial derivative of the solution, due to the
 Beale-Kato-Majda criterion [2].

 This interesting method was first used in [6] to study the blowup phenome
 non of a one-dimensional transport equation with non-local velocity. Later it was
 adapted to prove the formation of finite-time singularity for a class of generalized
 quasi-geostrophic equations with radial initial data [12].

 A perhaps surprising new observation here is that both singular and regular
 weights can be used to prove blow up (see Remark 2.2). With this method, we are
 able to deal with more general initial data than those in [1] and [15]. In particular,
 we don't require any positivity or oddness of the initial data (see Theorem 1.2).

 1.2. Main results. Next we shall state the main results of this paper. The
 first theorem is about the local well-posedness, the small-data global well-posedness
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 Fractal Burgers Equations 809

 and the smoothing effect in the supercritical case.

 Theorem 1.1 (Local well-posedness in the supercritical case). Suppose that
 y € (0,1) and Uo S H3/2~y. Then there exists T\ > 0 such that the initial value
 problem of (1.1) has a unique solution

 u(t,x) e C([0, T\);H3l2~y) η L2(0,Ti;H3/2-y/2).

 satisfying

 (1.2) sup tPlY\\u(t, · )||ff3/2 -γ+β < 00,
 0<t<T\

 for any β > 0 and

 (1.3) limt^y||w(t, ■ )||^3/2-y+i = 0,
 t-o

 for any β > 0. Moreover, the maximal time of existence Τι can be infinity provided
 that \\uo\\f]5ii-y < δκ, for some δ > 0 depending only on y.

 The next theorem contains the main result of this paper.

 Theorem 1.2 (Finite-time blowup in the supercritical case). Suppose that y e
 (0,1) anduo € Hil2~y nL00. Then the solution u in Theorem 1.1 develops gradient
 blowup in finite time provided that there exists a constant δ e (0,1 - γ) and C =
 C(y, δ) such that

 (1.4) J (tt0(x) - Wo(0))sgn(x)(|x|"5 - l)dx > C(k\\u0\\l°°)112·

 Remark 1.3. The condition Uq & H3/2_y can be dropped as long as there
 exists a local solution. By using a scaling argument, from the proof of Theorem
 1.2 one can easily see that the condition (1.4) can be relaxed. For example, we
 only need

 ί (tto(x) - u0(xo))sgn(x)(|xr'5 - α~δ) dx > C(k||m0|Ii»)1/2,
 J-a

 for some a > 0, Xo € R and δ S (0,1 - y). Note that we don't require any
 positivity of Uo in any interval.

 For the critical dissipative Burgers equation, we have the following global re
 sult.

 Theorem 1.4 (Global well-posedness and analytic!ty in the critical case). Sup
 pose that y = 1 and uο € Η112. Then the initial value problem (1.1) has a unique
 (smooth) global solution

 (1.5) U(t,x) G C([0,œ);H1/2) η L?oc(0, c^H1),
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 810  Hongjie Dong, Dapeng Du & Dong Li

 and for any f s (0,1) and any β > ε, we have the following decay estimate

 (1.6) sup t^~f||w(i, ■ )||#ι/2+0 < oo.
 l<t<oo

 Furthermore, the unique global solution u is spatial analytic: for any to > 0, there
 exists a constant C = C(to) > 0 such that

 (1.7) ll£>£utt)lliri?([t0,~)xR) * Ck+1 k\, Vfc > 0.

 For the proof of the global wellposedness part in Theorem 1.4, we refer the
 reader to [14], [8] and [15] for the periodic case, and [10] for the non-periodic
 case. It is worth noting that in the periodic case, inhomogeneous Sobolev norms
 of the solution decay exponentially in time; see, for example, [8]. We give the
 proof of analyticity in Section 4.

 In the subcritical case, we shall show that (1.1) is globally well-posed. The
 solution is spatial analytic and has Gevrey regularity of order y in t. To state the
 precise results, we first fix some notation. For ή € (l/(y — 1), oo], Τ € (0, oo ], let
 α = 1 - 1/y - l/{qy). We define the space

 Kq = \u\ tau € BC([0,T),L%), limt"||M|U = θ}. 1 t—ο J

 Introduce the Banach spaces,

 Xq.T = BC([0, T),Lx/(y~V) η Kq,

 with norm

 ||u||xot = max|||M||i„tu().-i)([0i:r)xR)1 ||i0iM||J,»i4((or)><K)|,

 and

 4.τ = *{."τ η {u I tk'yDku G BC((0,T),Lx(y~û)}

 η {u | tk/y+aDku eBC((0,T),Li)},

 with norm

 llull^k = max{||u||xt-i, ||w||rt }, qJ *q,T 1 q,T

 where || ■ || is a semi-norm defined by
 Iq,T J

 \\u\\YkT = max|||ik/>'DkM||i„tmy-i)((0jr)xR), \\tklY+aDku\\L^Lv((0j)xSÎ)Y
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 Fractal Burgers Equations 811

 Theorem 1.5 (Global well-posedness and analyticity in the subcritical case).
 Suppose that γ € (1,2], q e (l/(y - 1),°°] anduo e Then the initial
 value problem for (1.1) has a unique mild solution u(t,x) in Χ^<0ΰ for any integer
 k > 0, and we have the estimate

 (1.8) \\u\\xioo<Ck+1kk,

 with a constant C independent ofk. In particular, the following decay in time estimate
 holds for any integer k> 0,

 \\Dku(t,-)\\L«x <Ckt-k,y-akk.

 Moreover, u is a Gevrey function of order y in the time variable, i.e.,

 \\d?Dku\\L?{R) < Ck+m+l (ym + k)ym+k ■ γ^-^υ-ι)Ιυ> V t > 0.

 Although we are only dealing with the fractal Burgers equations in this paper,
 we stress that our method is also applicable to more general equations including,
 for instance, the following fractal one-dimensional conservation law

 ut + (F(u))x + k(-A)yI2u = 0,

 where F ( ■ ) is a C1 strictly concave function.

 2. Finite-time Blowup in the Supercritical Case

 The proof of Theorem 1.1 is by now standard. Instead of repeating the existing
 arguments, we refer the readers to [16] for the proof of the local well-posedness
 part, and [9] for the proof of the smoothing effect. This section is devoted to the
 proof of Theorem 1.2.

 For δ e (0,1), we define a singular weight on the real line with compact
 support:

 (2.1) w{x)
 sgn(x)(|x|-(5 - 1) \x\ e (0,1),

 0 Ixl > 1.

 Recall the integral representation of the fractional Laplace

 WM-C, EV.^^I^dy,
 where Cy is some constant depending on y. To control the dissipation term, we
 need the following pointwise estimate.
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 812 Hongjie Dong, Dapeng Du & Dong Li

 Lemma 2.1.

 (i) For any X satisfying \x\ > 1, we have

 (2.2) \\yw{x)\ < C\x\~2~y.

 (ii) For any X satisfying \x\ S (0,1 ), we have

 (2.3) \Ayiv{x)\ < C\x\~5~y.

 In particular, if δ e (0,1 - y), then

 r 00

 \Aywdx\ < C.
 Jo

 Proof. Note that ΛYw is an odd function. It suffices to consider χ > 0. First
 we prove part (i). Since w is supported on [-1,1] and odd, it is easy to see that
 for X > 1,

 Ayw{x) = - ί (r~5 - l)((x - r)~l~y - (x + r)"1_}/) dr.
 Jo

 Since the second factor inside the integral sign is decreasing in x, we have

 (2.4) \Ayiv(x)\< ί (r~5 - 1)((1 - r)~l~y - (1 + r)"1_y) dr < C.
 Jo

 The last inequality is because y € (0,1 ). For χ > 2, by the mean value theorem,

 (2.5) \Ayw{x)\<c[ {r~6 - l)rx~2~y dr < Cx~2~y.
 Jo

 The inequality above together with (2.4) proves (2.2).
 Next we turn to the proof of part (ii). By the definition of iv, we have

 A yu>{x) = Ii + I2 + I3 + I4,

 where

 rl-X

 Il = \r\~l~y(x~s - (χ+ r)~6)dr,
 J-x

 h=\ \r\~l~y(x~6 + \x + r\~6 - 2)dr,
 J-x-1
 r 00

 13 = r~1~y(x~6 - 1) dr,
 Jl-x
 r-X-l

 14 = |rr'"y(l - χ~δ) dr.
 J —00
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 Fractal Burgers Equations 813

 Simply,

 (2.6) |I3 +14| = γ'ι(χ'δ - 1)((1 - x)-y - (1 + χΓγ) Ϊ c.

 Moreover, by the mean value theorem, a rather direct computation gives

 a-X/2 rX/2 r 1-X \ + + )|r| y I {χ~δ - (χ + r)~ô | dr < Cx~s~Y,
 -x J-xl2 Jxl2 J

 U2I ^

 c/2 Jxl 2
 -5x/2 r-x / ι—)ΧΙ·ί r-x \

 ( + )|r| y\x + r\ dr + Cx~6~Y < Cx~s~y.
 \J-x-1 J-3x12 )

 These estimates together with (2.6) yield (2.3), thus finishing the proof of the
 lemma. Ο

 Now we are ready to prove Theorem 1.2. We prove by contradiction. Assume the
 smooth solution u in Theorem 1.1 exists globally. To illustrate the idea, we first
 consider the case when Wo is an odd function. It is then clear that u{t,·) is an
 odd function for any t > 0 and u{t, 0) ξ 0. After multiplying both sides of the
 first equation of (1.1) by if with δ G (1 — y) and integrating in χ, we obtain

 d r1 if1 r00
 (2.7) -jr u(t,-)w dx - - (u2(t, ■ ))xw dx + κ AYu{t, ■ )w dx = 0.

 at Jo 2 Jo Jo

 To shift the fractional derivative from u to w in the last integral, we write

 (2.8) ί Ayu{t, ■ )w dx = i ί Ayu{t, ■ )w dx
 Jo 2 Jr

 Iff *lt x)-uU,y)
 2 Jr Jr \x-y\l+y

 1 Γ f u(t,x) - u(t,y) , , ... ,
 = 4 J, J. Ix - yl1+y (w(x} - My)hdyJx

 iff >w(x) - w(y) ,

 r 00

 u(t, ■ )AYwdx.
 Jo

 By using (2.8) and integrating by parts in the second integral of (2.7), we obtain

 for L(i) := u(t, · )w dx,
 Jo

 d ft C1 Γ00
 —L(t) = - u2(t,x)x~6~1 - κ u(t, ■ )Aywdx.
 at 2 Jo Jo
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 814  Hongjie Dong, Dapeng Du & Dong Li

 Due to Holder's inequality, Lemma 2.1 and the maximum principle, it holds that

 (2.9) 4;L(t) > c(<5)(L(f))2 - Ocllttolli-, at

 for some positive constants c(<5) and C = C(<5, y). This implies that L(t) blows
 up at some finite time provided that

 c(5)(L(0))2 - Ocllwolli» > 0.

 Now since

 L(t)<C sup < c\\ux(t, · )||i~,
 xe(0,l) x

 we conclude that \\ux ||i°° also blows up in finite time, which gives a contradiction.
 Next we consider the general case. Again, we prove by contradiction and

 assume the smooth solution u is global. We shall use the idea of Lagrangian
 coordinates. Let y(t) be the solution of the ordinary differential equation

 y'(t) = -u(t,y)

 with initial condition y (0) = 0. Since u is bounded and Lipschitz in y, y(t) is
 well-defined for any t > 0. Let

 v(t,x) = u{t,x + y(t)).

 It is easily seen that ν is smooth and satisfies

 vt - (v(t,x) - v(t,0))vx + KAyv = 0 t > 0,

 v(0,x) = u0(x).

 From (2.10), we get

 (2.10)

 (2.11) (v(t,x) -v(t,0))t - (v(t,x) -v(t,0))vx(t,x)

 + K[(Ayv)(t,x)-(Ayv)(t, 0)] =0.

 We choose the same weight function ω as in (2.1). Multiply both sides of (2.11)
 by ω and integrate with respect to x. By noting that ω is odd so that the integral
 of (Ayv)(t, 0) term in (2.11) is zero, we get

 ^l(t) = ôQ ^ + J j(v(t,x) - v(t,0))vxiodx - κ J v(t, ■ )Aywdx,
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 Fractal Burgers Equations 815

 where

 L(t) = J (v(t,x) - v(t,0))oodx.

 Now we integrate by parts in the first two terms on the right-hand side and esti
 mate the third term on the right-hand side as before to get

 (2.12) ^L(t) > c(6)(L(t))2 - Ocllttolli-, at

 for some positive constants c(<5) and C = C(ô,y). As before, this gives a contra
 diction provided that (1.4) holds, and the theorem is proved.

 Remark 2.2. Instead of choosing the compact weight

 w(x) = sgn(x)(|xr5 - 1) · X|x|<!,

 we could also choose

 w{x) = sgn(x)exp{-|xlh or sgn(x)(l - |x|) ·

 In this case one can show that

 \\yw{x)\ < Const ■ \x\"y as |x| — 0

 and

 \\yw(x)| < Const ■ \x\~2~y as |x| — oo.

 This would give Ayw eL'(R) and yield almost immediately the blow up of Ux
 in finite time. We leave the details to the interested readers.

 Remark 2.3. It is also interesting to point out that our argument also cov
 ers the periodic boundary condition case with little modification (see [15] for a
 different proof for odd solutions).

 3. Proof of Theorem 1.5

 We begin by noting that the proof of (1.8) is almost the same as the proof of
 a corresponding theorem in [13] (see also [11]). We omit the proof and just
 mention that the idea there is to use so-called fractional bootstrapping. In what
 follows we show that the solution M is a Gevrey function of order y in the time
 variable, i.e., for some constant C\ > 0,

 (3.1) l|iw+(k+y-1)/yatm3^lli^([0,cO)xK) <cr+fc+1(ym + fc)ym+fc.
 Vm, A: > 0.
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 816  Hongjie Dong, Dapeng Du & Dong Li

 To prove this, without loss of generality assume κ = 1 in (1.1) and we have

 d^d^u = ) - d?-ldkx{-Ay'2u

 = Γς ς [mjl) (k+£ l) (HHu) ■ ο r^-'u) j=0 £=0 \ J ' V /

 - (-A)y/23tm_Id£u.

 To bound the last term, we use the following interpolation inequality which can
 be easily proved by using standard Littlewood-Paley decomposition:

 ΙΙ(-Δ)"2/ΙΙ« S Const- ||/|ΐί?'2||Δ/|1ίΙ2.

 To this end, define

 (3.2) C(m, k) = l|im+(k+y-1)/yatma>|li~x([oIo0)xR).

 With the help of the interpolation inequality above, we have for some constant
 C\ > 0 independent of (m, k),

 (3.3) C{m,k) <

 *Cimi Σ (kjl)c(jj)-c(m-l-j,k+l-l) j=ο i=o \ ^ '
 + CiC(m-l, k)1~y,2C(m-l, k+2)y'2.

 To bound C(m, k) we need the following lemma.

 Lemma 3.1 (Interpolation inequality for the Gamma function). Let 0 < γ <
 2 and Xq > 1. Denote by Γ(χ) the usual Gamma function. Then there exists a
 constant C = C(xo, y) > 0 such that

 Γ(χ - \γ~νΙ2Υ{χ + \yt2 < C ■ Γ(χ + y - 1), y χ > x0.

 Proof. This is an easy application of the following Stirling formula which
 holds for any real ζ > 1 :

 nz)=V2Sï(f)2(l+0(i)). G
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 Fractal Burgers Equations 817

 The next lemma is slightly technical in nature. It shows that the Gamma
 function satisfies some nice combinatorial relations.

 Lemma 3.2. Let 1 < γ < 2. There exists a constant C = C(y) > 0 such that
 for any m > 1, k > 0,

 (3-4) Σ Σ (mj71) (&ί ^riyO' + D+^-Unyim-jJ + k-·*)

 < CT(y(ra + 1) + k - 1).

 Proof. By using the definition of Γ(χ):

 r 00

 Γ(χ) = tx_1e_idt, Re(x) > 0,
 Jo

 we infer that the left-hand side of (3.4) is equal to

 Γ Jo" e'(X+y) Σ (Wj7 l) (k £ !) x^+l)+f~2y^m-j)+k-f-ldxdy.

 By change of variables t = X + y, s = X/t, we get

 χ xy(j+\)+t-2^ _ xy(m-j)+k-t~ 1 ^

 = T(y(m + 1) + k - 1) ί (xy + (1 - x)y)m~1xy~2(l - x)y~2dx
 Jo

 < r(y(m + 1) + k - 1) ί xy~2{\ - x)y~2 άχ.
 Jo

 Clearly, it suffices for us to take

 C = C(y) = ί xy~2(l -x)y~2àx.
 Jo

 The integral converges since 1 < y < 2. The lemma is proved. Ο

 We are now ready to prove the following theorem.

 Theorem 3.3. Let C (m, k) be defined as in (3.2) which satisfy (3.3). Then there
 exists a constant Ci > 0 such that for any m, k > 0,

 C(m,k) < C2l+fc+1r(y(m + 1) + k - 1).
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 818  Hongjie Dong, Dapeng Du & Dong Li

 Remark 3.4. By easy asymptotics, Theorem 3.3 immediately gives us the
 desired bound (3.1) on C(m, k).

 Proof of Theorem 3.3. We prove by induction on m. Let m > 1. Our induc
 tive hypothesis is,

 where C3, C4, C5 are some sufficiently large constants to be specified during the
 course of proof. By (1.8) the case r = 0, s > 0 is obviously true by choosing C3
 and C5 to be sufficiently large. We now justify our inductive hypothesis at step m.
 Denote by the letter C\ the generic constants which may vary from line to line.
 By Lemma 3.1 and Lemma 3.2 we get

 where we choose C4 such that C4 > C1C3C5 + C\ C%. The theorem is proved. Ο

 4. Proof of the Analyticity in the Critical Case

 The proof of the analyticity in the critical case (see Theorem 1.4) seems to be
 out of reach for the usual mild solution approach. We shall follow the Fourier
 method used in [15] for the periodic boundary condition case to establish spatial
 analyticity. To deal with the whole space case, some minor changes are needed.
 We detail the arguments below for the sake of completeness.

 In what follows we shall present the a priori estimates and leave the interested
 reader to verify the standard limiting arguments. To this end, denote by û(k,t)
 the Fourier transform of u(x, t), it is easy to see that

 C(r,s) < C3CZCs5T(y(r + 1) +5- 1), V0<r < m, s > 0,

 C(m,k) < T(y(m + 1) + k - 1) ■ Q · C3 · Cf · C5k · ^

 <T(y(m + \) + k-\)-C3-C^-Cl,

 dtû(k, t) = -y J û(k - k', t)û(k', t) dk! - |fe|û(k, t).

 Let ξ(k, t) = û{k, t)e(1/2)|,:|i. The equation for ξ is given by

 dttik, t) = -y J e-w^(k-k', mk', t) dk' - t),

 where y^jt' = |(|k'l + \k - k'\- |k|). Observe that

 0 < yic.k' < min{|k'|, |k-k'|}·

 Now consider
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 dY(t)
 dt
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 = Re ( - i J kHe~W - 1 )Ç(fc-k', t)Ç(k', t)Ç(-k, ί) dk' dk)

 + Re( - i J k(e-ykk,t - 1 )?(k-k', t)Ç(k',t)Ç(-k,t)dk'dk)

 + Re ( - i J(k + k5)Ç(k-k', t)?(k', t)5(-k, t) dk' dk)

 - J|?(k,t)l2|k|(l + k4)dk

 =: Ii +12 +13 + I4·

 Next we estimate Ii, I2 and I3 separately.

 Estimate of I3: By symmetrizing the sum, we have

 I3 < 10 Γ |k5 - (k')5 - (k - k')5l
 J|fe-fc'|<|k'l<|fe|

 5I

 χ |£(fc-k', t)?(k',t)Ç(-k,t)|dk'dk

 < 100 J(k - k')2|fc'l |k|2|Ç(k-k', t)Ç(k',t)Ç(-k,t)|dk'dk
 < 1000 y3/2.

 Estimate of b: This is rather easy and we have

 I2 < 100 Y3/2.

 Estimate of h: We have

 h <t|min{|k'|,|k-k'l}|fc|5IÇ(fe-fc',t)5(k',i)Ç(-fe,t)|dk'dk

 < loot Γ Ik|5/2|k-k'|5/2|k'|
 JIfe' I<Ifc—fe' I<Ifc|

 X |Ç(k-k,1t)Ç(k',t)Ç(-k,t)|dk'dk

 < 500tY1/2J |k|5 |Ç(k)|2dk.

 Collecting all the estimates, we have

 4- Y(t) < 2000Y(t)312 + (lOOOt Y(t)312 - 1) f Ik|5 |Ç(k)|2dk.
 at J

 Now note that 7 (0) = ||w(0)||h2· Then by Gronwall Y (t) is finite for a short time
 Τ depending only on ||m(0)||h2. By (1.6) we have uniform control of ||w(î)||h2
 on the time interval [ε, 00) for any ε > 0. Then we can apply this argument to
 any moment to > £ and choose Τ to be uniform. This immediately gives us (1.7).
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 820  Hongjie Dong, Dapeng Du & Dong Li

 Remark 4.1. It is worth noting that by following the arguments in Section 3,
 it can be shown that in the critical case the solution has Gevrey regularity of order
 1 + ε in the time variable for any ε > 0. At present, it is not clear to us whether
 the solution is also analytic in the time variable.
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